
Chapter 3454 

Seeing the axe in George Han’s hands, ten people stared at each other, some do not know why. 

After all, it’s just an axe! 

I heard from George Han that he was introduced by a friend. He used to be a glutton of evil, so naturally 

it should be the same thing now, or something higher. 

Everyone is also very curious, what is this equivalent to the gluttonous gluttonous evil. 

Or, what could be higher than it. 

But now, it’s an axe. 

Moreover, the color of bronze is all over, it seems to be dusty for a long time, and it looks dilapidated. 

If it wasn’t for the evil gluttons, they would even want to collectively shout at George Han, you stupid. 

But it is precisely because of the gluttony of evil that everyone dared not curse at will, but instead tried 

their best to associate this broken axe with some fetish. 

After a while, everyone seemed to think of something, and they 

couldn’t help frowning, looking at each other in horror, still Liang Han, who was the first to speak: “Little 

brother, this is an axe… You won’t tell us…” 

“Is it the Pangu Axe?!” 

George Han smiled slightly, but it was his smile that made everyone present unable to laugh at this 

moment. 

Everyone looked at him in extreme horror, and their hearts were even more faintly jumping. They 

already had an ominous premonition in their hearts. At this time, they were only waiting for George 

Han’s “sentence”! 

“It’s the Pangu Axe!” 

As soon as the voice fell, it was like a flock of birds being attacked, and everyone was shocked, and some 

even stepped back a few steps, looking at George Han in disbelief, and even more at the 

“unremarkable” in his hand. ax. 

“What!” 

“That’s the Pangu axe?” 

“That’s the king of all weapons that has been passed down through the ages and has attracted 

people from all walks of life to seize it?” 

“How is this possible? How many people have spent millions of years trying to get it. All kinds of 

thoughts, but in the end, let’s not even see its true face, even if it is completely unknown to its 

whereabouts, but this guy… At such a young age, he can get such a treasure. I think, I finally understand 

Shuren and others Why did you give him the letter of clarity?” 



“That’s right, with the Pangu axe in his hand and the gluttonous gluttony on his body, think about it, 

who can have such a posture, you and I were once famous true gods here. The highest peak in this 

world, let alone him, he has never received half of the treatment.” 

As soon as these words came out, everyone was shocked and nodded. 

“Fuck, this is too ridiculous. He said that it was the gluttonous gluttony of evil. He said that it was the 

Pangu axe 

. Are you out of your mind? We should be more aware that these things don’t exist at all.” 

“Yes, I can still say that I am the supreme god, do you believe it? Anyway, who cares? Who doesn’t?” 

” Let me tell you, right? You won’t know until you hit it.” 

“Yes, but I want to see what kind of power a person can become if he brings an ancient beast and a king 

of ten thousand weapons in his hand, hehe, funny, Would a person who is really so strong also come to 

our broken place? I’m afraid that you have been here for a long time, and people will be stupid.” As 

soon as 

the voice fell, the dissatisfied people flew directly towards George Han rushed over. 

George Han smiled slightly, but did not panic in his heart. The eight golden bodies suddenly retracted, 

and the jade sword 

flew down with the sky fire moon wheel. 

“Since you don’t want to believe it, don’t hide if you have the seeds!” As the 

words fell, the giant axe in his hand slashed as soon as he lifted it. 

“If I don’t hide, I won’t hide. I really don’t believe that you can hurt me with this axe.” The man who 

looked like a crab turned into a fine man roared, and his hands like crab claws came directly on the spot. 

To top Mount Tai, he wanted to directly withstand George Han’s attack with his extremely hard crab 

hands. 

“That will fulfill you.” As soon as George Han’s voice fell, he took the axe in his hand and slashed at it. 

After living for so long, I have never seen such a despicable request. 

As George Han slashed down, the relatively recognized group of people who didn’t make a move now 

collectively focused their attention on this blow… 
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“Bang!” 

There are no extra actions, and even the two sides have no other auxiliary attacks. live. 

With this loud noise, the axe and crab claws officially came into close contact. 

Both stopped, the axe on top and the tongs on the bottom. 

Everything ends here. 



The guy who looked like a crab was stunned for a moment, and then he suddenly smiled: “This is the 

end?” 

George Han didn’t speak, just stared at him lightly. 

“Haha, hahaha, I thought you were so fucking strong, and I thought how fierce this axe was, but in the 

end, this is the fucking thing?” 

“Ouch, are you fucking trying to laugh at me?” 

The guy was full of ridicule, and the smile on his face was full of jokes. 

Seeing him like this, the group of people who followed him also laughed at this time. 

“ 

So , cowhide is bullshit in the face of all hard power.” 

“It’s fucking useless to 

blow like a god , and some things are exposed when you try it.” There are still a lot of people who 

believe it.” After the 

words were finished, these people looked back at the wave of guys who believed and didn’t take action, 

and they all sneered and ridiculed. 

Those guys who didn’t make a move were completely stunned at this time. They believed it, but they 

also knew that the king of all weapons like the Pangu Axe should be the strongest attack in the world. 

Naturally, the strongest attack can never be blocked by any external force. Even that guy’s crab claws 

have been baptized by the years and have long been invincible. 

However, it is the king of all tools. 

Then, this kind of invulnerability is extremely ridiculous. 

However, what is disappointing is that the so-called Pangu axe in George Han’s hands, the so-called 

Pangu axe in George Han’s hands, but his pliers are not broken at all. This is simply… 

Could it be that they really believed it wrong. ? 

“What the hell are you still doing? Isn’t the result still satisfactory to you? He dares to lie to us and beat 

him.” The crab-like guy shouted angrily. 

Immediately afterwards, he was angry at this time, and he was going to attack George Han first. 

Snapped! 

Boom! 

Two crisp sounds rang out. 

It broke the hustle and bustle of their group, and also made the guy who was like a crab spirit who was 

rising up and wanted to make a big stand still instantly. 



At this moment, his huge pincer hand was already broken, like a stone that had been smashed by a 

stone. A lot of debris 

fell directly into the water pool along the way, hitting layers of waves. 

The waves dissipated, but in the eyes of this group of people, it no longer looked good, but a texture 

that led them to fall into terrifying contemplation… 

“Hey, it could have been broken so quickly, I had to Shake it.” 

George Han smiled, then slightly retracted his axe, then blew at the axe blade, and wiped it with his 

hands seriously. 

“You need to use it to chop a fresh fish. It really reminds me of a sentence, you can’t use a knife to kill a 

chicken!” You can use a 

knife to kill a chicken! 

A sentence directly wakes up all the people who were in deep contemplation at the scene. 

Yes, you can kill a chicken with a bull’s knife! But it’s just a small scum, 

but have to resist? 

Those who didn’t take action thought of this, and smiled slightly on their faces. 

Everything is in line with their expectations. 

And those who were shooting with the crab at this time were all dumbfounded, still immersed in fear 

and shock. 

“It’s really… It’s really the Pangu Axe. What he is holding in his hand is really the Pangu Axe.” 

“My scalp is numb, and my whole body is getting goosebumps. This…isn’t possible? Pangu Axe.” , the 

Pangu Axe has really reappeared in the world?” 

“The claws of the crab are extremely hard, far from being comparable to other things. It can be 

completely smashed. It seems… it seems that it can only be the Pangu Axe.” A group of 

people Muttering in shock, after a while, they seemed to think of something collectively, and suddenly 

raised their eyes to George Han… 

 


